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       Lead me to the cross Where Your love poured out Bring me to my
knees Lord I lay me down Rid me of myself I belong to You Lead me,
lead me to the cross. 
~Brooke Fraser

You can analyze all you want but you can never explain away the God
factor. Sometimes God just decides to breathe on something and it's
completely His prerogative. 
~Brooke Fraser

The music that I make isn't really like any of the music that I listen to. I
think I listen to cool music, but I know that I don't make cool music - so
it's kind of funny! 
~Brooke Fraser

I've always recognised that I have influence, whether I like it or not, and
that I can use it to do something good. 
~Brooke Fraser

I think I was always an old soul, even as a teenager. 
~Brooke Fraser

At sixteen I was like: "I need to get an album out now!" - even though I
was only sixteen. I was always in a little bit of a rush to be an adult. 
~Brooke Fraser

I'm not quite sure where the sponsorship rumour came from... probably
because I have been a spokesperson for child sponsorship so people
just assumed that was the connection. 
~Brooke Fraser

I learnt that music cost something, and that's a good thing. Also, that I
should exercise, because I didn't and I got very sick. 
~Brooke Fraser
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I have a particular style of writing and my voice sounds a particular
way, which lends itself to a certain style. 
~Brooke Fraser

I know my sound, and I have to be true to who I am as an artist, even
though I want be real cool, and make really cool music. 
~Brooke Fraser

Now that I have seen I am responsible, faith without deeds is dead. 
~Brooke Fraser

Singing was always quite a private thing... I don't think my own mum
even heard me sing until after I signed with Sony just out of high
school! 
~Brooke Fraser

The writing and making of each of my albums has been such a different
beast each time, so I'm interested in seeing what kind of animal the
fourth one turns out to be! 
~Brooke Fraser

I often think that eventually I'd love to do some papers... my
correspondence if life calms down a bit, but I think I'd do history or
English literature... I've had enough of journos. 
~Brooke Fraser

I feel like I always have to have a song on my album that people can
use in their weddings. 
~Brooke Fraser

I'm a bit of a book worm, so a lot of the songs I write are inspired by
books. 
~Brooke Fraser
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I began dabbling in writing when I was 12, and there was never an
official start to singing... I just sang my songs because there was no
one else to sing them and no one told me to shut up! 
~Brooke Fraser

You don't normally think of Los Angeles as a place to go to get away. 
~Brooke Fraser
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